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Welcome to The Militant Research Handbook! It’s designed to help you answer the question: what is militant research? Let’s begin by saying that it’s the place where academia and activism meet in the search for new ways of acting that lead to new ways of thinking. Native American activist Andrea Smith quotes her mentor Judy Vaughn to this effect: “You don’t think your way into a different way of acting; you act your way into a different way of thinking.”

And that’s how the Handbook came about. In 2012, a group of visual culture artists, activists and academics met in New York for an umbrella event called Nov! Visual Culture. The packed panel on student debt was perhaps the most passionate moment of the weekend. Some of those present attended one of the first Strike Debt meetings on the Sunday after the event and many of the New York attendees had already been involved with activism in and around Occupy Wall Street. We wanted to develop the relationship further, to think about how academics working on debt could work with debt activists and vice versa. The result was the idea for the event that became In Visible Crisis: A Collective Visioning of Militant Research, held on February 8, 2013.

At the same time, we did not want In Visible Crisis to be comprehensive, as no 32-page booklet could possibly be. It’s more of an invitation: what does militant research look like to you? How might you and those you care about engage in such practice? What else do we need to learn in order to begin? This can be a living document, or it might even be the beginnings of a publishing project.

Some may be put off by the name “militant,” as Alexandra Juhasz mentions in her contribution. We were using it in two senses. First, “militant research” has been important in Argentina and now Spain since 2001. We took it in the sense of Martin Luther King Jr. “militancy is a term of persistence, and therefore balance, rather than violence.” At the event, there were efforts to create a better name but we failed.

I do want to thank those who participated in the event and who are not visibly contributors to the Handbook, although their imprint is very much present, especially Suzanne Collado, Marisa Holmes, Kara Keeling, Yates McKee, A. J. Patrick Lipskiewicz, and Lisa Parks.

Despite the fact that the FAP was a decidedly unsexy topic, there was something about the program—in particular in the idea of the artist as a worker, akin “to the farmer or the bricklayer,” as WPA Director Harry Hopkins announced—that I found compelling.

I drew serious intellectual pleasure from visiting the library at MoMA and in the Archives of American Art, going through boxes of primary materials and poring over documents from the Artists Union and various guilds. I felt a tremendous energy in the mimeographed manifestos, handwritten notes, and drawings and sketches for posters and demonstrations. That energy seemed to be widespread over the pages, conveying the promise, the anger, and the vigor of the moment. Despite the widespread economic hardship and political upheaval of the 1930s, there was a widespread sense of optimism around the idea that through collective practice, organizing, and visibility, artists—and workers—could change the world.

I share these nostalgic reminiscences because for me they encapsulate militant research—in both theory and practice. In the big money, international art world of today, it seems unimaginable that artists would unionize as manual workers or that the United States government would (or could) invest in large-scale cultural infrastructure projects in our post–culture war, red state/blue state climate. While the WPA projects that resulted from these efforts may have ultimately failed to produce a utopian “democratic art,” they did teach millions of citizens that art and artists matter. But, looking back, what this moment also underscores, for me, is the necessity of finding pleasure in our archives and understanding what we do as work. Too often, we are swayed by the dismissive response of “Really?” from our peers and we overlook or—worse—distrust the idea that we can find pleasure in our teaching, scholarship and other forms of labor.

Pleasure is key to optimism, and optimism—the idea that things can actually change—is key to militancy. Like the artists of the 1930s who rallied for an Artists’ Union and a living wage in exchange for their creative labor, we need to insist that what we do as scholars matters, and better yet advocate for new forms of collective practice and visibility. Moreover, as generation after generation of students are crushed by student loans and the university infrastructure increasingly exploits adjunct and contingent labor, we need to rethink what constitutes scholarly labor and insist on some sort of change in practice. Rather than cloaking academic debt and exploitation in silence and shame, we need to find ways to make it visible and thus a site of possibility for radical change. But, how can we do this? For me, this involves returning to the archives and revisiting seemingly unsexy moments in history. We need to find pleasure in what we do, and we need to use this energy to model possibilities for change for scholars and students engaged in acts of everyday militancy.
WHAT IS MILITANT RESEARCH?

Militant research might be defined as the place where activism and academia meet. There is a wide range of advocacy research in universities that comments on and about activism without expecting the work to be directly engaged with it. Militant research works in and with the movements it is concerned with.

GLOBAL PRECEDENTS AND AGENDAS: A TOP FIVE

i. Colectivo Situaciones
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
colectivosituaciones.blogspot.com/p/colectivo-situaciones.html
In 2005, Colectivo outlined their strategy of “research militancy” situated in tension between the “sad militant” and the “detached, unchangeable university researcher.” Their goal:

a practice capable of articulating involvement and thought.

In a time when the fantasy of common ground (known to the US administration as bi-partisanship) has disappeared, idealization of all kinds is problematic:

We think that the labor of research militancy is linked to the construction of a new perception.

Hence this publication is dedicated to what Colectivo call the collective visioning of militant research.

ii. Observatorio Metropolitano (OM)
Madrid, Spain.
http://www.observatoriometropolitano.org/
OM describe themselves as:

a militant research group that utilizes investigations and counter-mapping to look into the metropolitan processes of precarious workers, migrants, and militants taking place in Madrid, brought on by crisis, gentrification, speculation and displacement.

In their Manifesto for Madrid, OM saw militant research as responding to the destruction of the elementary bases, which make possible common life (la vida en común) in a city like Madrid. They set up specific research projects in groups, publish long and short versions as books/pamphlets and free PDFs online. They concentrate on the new urbanism of Madrid as a global city, social movements and the crisis.

iii. Mosireen
Cairo, Egypt.
http://mosireen.org
In their own words:

Mosireen is a non-profit media collective in Downtown Cairo born out of the expulsion of citizen media and cultural activism in Egypt during the revolution. Armed with mobile phones and cameras, thousands upon thousands of citizens kept the balance of truth in their country by recording events as they happened in front of them, wrong-footing censorship and empowering the voice of a street-level perspective.

In January 2012, Mosireen was the most-watched not-for-profit YouTube channel in the world. They have continued to cover the unfolding crisis in Egypt, providing crucial perspectives unavailable in Western media.

iv. Sarai
New Delhi, India.
http://www.sarai.net/
Sarai has created a coalition of researchers and practitioners for the past decade. we have sought to participate in and cultivate a public domain that seeks to find a new language of engagement with the inequities, as also the possibilities, of the contemporary world.

Some common threads link the different projects from India, Egypt, and Spain despite the very different contexts in which they take place. Each seems to serve as a key source of information regarding what’s happening in the giant cities created by financial globalization. Each city has been transformed over the past twenty-five years of neo-liberalism.

Each group privileges making its work available free, producing it rapidly and in as many formats as possible. These tactics strike at the heart of the walled, gated communities that call themselves universities in the Anglophone world, always happy to think of themselves as elitists in the intellectual sense. Can we continue to assume that we can still be egalitarian in other ways while maintaining such hierarchies?

v. Raqs Media Collective
New Delhi, India.
http://www.raqsmediacollective.net/
The Raqs Media Collective enjoys playing a plurality of roles, often appearing as artists, occasionally as curators, sometimes as philosophical agent provocateurs. They make contemporary art, have made films, curated exhibitions, edited books, staged events, collaborated with architects, computer programmers, writers and theatre directors and have founded processes that have left deep impacts on contemporary culture in India. Raqs (pron. rux) follows its self declared imperative of ‘kinetic contemplation’ to produce a trajectory that is restless in terms of the forms and methods that it deploys even as it achieves a consistency of speculative procedures. Raqs is also part of Sarai.

vi. TIDAL: Occupy Theory, Occupy Strategy
New York, US.
Tidalmag.org
TIDAL is the theory/strategy journal that emerged from Occupy Wall Street. The following comes from the mission statement:

“There is no radical action without radical thought. Tidal offers a space for the emergence and discussion of movement-generated theory and practice. It is a strategic platform that weaves together the voices of on-the-ground organizers with those of long-standing theorists to explore the radical possibilities sparked by the occupations of Tunis’ Kasbah, Tahrir, Sol, Syntagma, Zuccotti and their aftermaths.

Tidal understands that we are engaged in the early stages of an anti-capitalist struggle in the United States and beyond that’s finally capable of ushering in a non-capitalist way of living. In Tidal, our immediate role is to facilitate movement and action that can transform existing power structures. Our overarching objective lies in locating power and agency with people so that they can determine their own destinies.

In Tidal, theory is a means of analysis that can enable us to collectively better understand our situation. Strategy follows. It is the art of devising or employing plans or stratagems towards the goals defined in the course of action. Action means the search for, and creation of, ruptures in the existing order. This struggle. Many voices. History. Collectively: imagine.”

RESEARCH FOR WHOM?
BY ANDREW ROSS

In the training I undertook for an academic career, I was taught—or taught myself—how to be an armchair analyst of words and images. The goal was to be a textual critic who spurn clever readings out of his own brain—or at least that was the idea. As a result, I was taught how to read and not necessarily how to listen to others. In fact, the spoken word was something to be distrusted in the academic milieu in which I was trained—some called it by the derogatory label, “phonocentric.” Among other things, the textualists’ insistence on the written word was quite out of kilter with the storytelling Celtic culture in which I had been raised.

Over the years, I lost my appetite for armchair analysis, although I still keep my hand in (like my armchair). I have long since moved out into the ethnographic field, where listening to other people is a more important source of information and data. My own favored research method is what I call scholarly reporting—a hybrid blend of investigative journalism and field ethnography. One thing that hasn’t changed however is the standpoint towards communities I study and write about. I’ve always done what could be called advocacy research, which involves undertaking research that ends up championing certain decisions that are required, based on long-term trust, mutual commitment, and political engagement. Otherwise, the researcher will not fully understand the emotional or tactical stakes of certain decisions that are made by groups who are fighting oppression and who may be evading negative tactics directed against them. This form of collaboration can also mitigate the unequal relationships between researchers and their subjects. For example, the method of co-research or conricerca, developed by Italian Marxist operaisit thinker Romano Alquati and his allies in the 1960s, rejected the distinction between researchers and their subjects. This form of collaboration can also mitigate the unequal relationships between researchers and their subjects. For example, the method of co-research or conricerca, developed by Italian Marxist operaisit thinker Romano Alquati and his allies in the 1960s, rejected the distinction between researchers and their subjects.

At what point does advocacy pass over into the realm of militant research? There are several ways of answering that question, but all of them revolve around shifts in method. In other words, it is not enough to say that militant research is about studying radicals, their actions or their ideas. More often than not, it entails that the researchers’ active and committed participation in the political movement of their subjects. As opposed, say, to participant-observer, which is a favored method among ethnographers, militant research involves participation by conviction, where researchers play a role in actions and share the goals, strategies, and experience of their comrades because of their own committed beliefs and not simply because this conduct is an expedient way to get their data. The outcomes of the research are shaped in a way that can serve as a useful tool for the activist group, either to reflect on structure and process, or to assess the success of particular tactics. In many cases, especially where there are no media professionals on the ground to document events, the active witnessing of injustices on the part of militant researchers can be invaluable sources of protection and inspiration for comrades whose rights are being abused.

If direct action or violence is involved, then the researchers’ embedded role can be dangerous. For Nancy Scheper-Hughes, the word “barefoot anthropologist” accepts that her body is on the line in a way that does not affect the more detached analyst who can leave the field whenever she likes, regardless of the relationships she may have been built up to further her study. For those, like myself, who have been scholar-activists within Occupy, the omnipresent threat of police repression, even brutality, speaks to this built-in element of danger. Police show scant regard for journalistic credentials when they start swinging their batons, and, of course, none whatsoever for scholars engaged in the field.

The mentality and practice of the “circumstantial activist” may be enough to extract the study data (like the field reporter who “gets her story”), but it does not necessarily produce militant research. For that, collaboration is required, based on long-term trust, mutual commitment, and political engagement. Otherwise, the researcher will not fully understand the emotional or tactical stakes of certain decisions that are made by groups who are fighting oppression and who may be evading negative tactics directed against them. This form of collaboration can also mitigate the unequal relationships between researchers and their subjects. For example, the method of co-research or conricerca, developed by Italian Marxist operaisit thinker Romano Alquati and his allies in the 1960s, rejected the distinction between the research subjects and the researchers, along with the prevailing vanguardist belief that the task of leftist intellectuals was to lead or otherwise assist the “structurally weak” workers to live up to their allotted class roles. The Turin factory workers who were participants in the original conricerca projects were not particularly interested in living up to the Marxist workerist ideal of a “class for itself.” If anything, they wanted liberation from the very work that undermined their status as working class heroes. Co-research, then, was a way of giving voice to their political autonomy as much as it was an inquiry into their working conditions.

So, what about militant research on debt? In the years since the financial crash, when the debt crisis finally migrated to the rest of the world—America, a vast debtors’ archive has sprung up through a myriad of online sources. The raw experiential material for building a debtors’ movement is everywhere, and all of the witnessing about the misery and exploitative underpinning of the debt trap is relatively accessible. An anti-debt movement that conducts its own militant research is another matter, however. Among its tasks is to gauge how the mass expression of sentiment on the part of the indebted can be channeled and shaped into an effective counter force against the organized power of the finance industry.

I was able to take on a small part of that burden through my own involvement, first in the Occupy Student Debt Campaign, from November 2011, and then in Strike Debt, the Occupy offshoot. It was in these circles that we nurtured the effective tool of speaking publicly about personal indebtedness—a coming out ritual that functioned, for the speakers, as a gateway into the activist community, transforming the shame and stigma of the debtor into a badge of militancy—the red square (carrearn des la rouge) that is now a movement symbol. We developed a common pool of knowledge about the conditions of household debt for general use in the public media, blogs, teach-ins, movement publications, and other kinds of circulation. Some of this knowledge was collectively researched—the Debt Resisters Operations Manual, released in September 2012, offered advice to readers about how to escape debt and evict the power of creditors from their lives. Other kinds of debt research were taken on by those with the time and/or the skills to do what I like to call public service analysis.

Much of the latter was aimed at eroding the public myths on which the power of the finance industry rests. Even after five years of post-crash repression, the fraud and corruption of Wall Street, we are still told that the business of finance is just too complex for the lay public to understand. The mystique of repayment—the idea that debt repayment is a personal moral responsibility—still holds sway in the public imagination. Wall Street has shown all too clearly that this obligation does not apply to them, yet individual debtors are...
condemned to go on believing they should be bound by it. Any research we could undertake to erode that conviction was a strike against the debt system because it helped to break down the taboo.

Has my experience in the fledgling debtors movement transformed how I think about doing research? On anything like a lasting basis? No doubt. However, even though I am too secure to worry about whether militant research might stain my academic reputation, I may be more wary about how I introduce these methods to my students. In the graduate program where I teach, students have long been asked to think of themselves as "intellectual activists"—they come into the academy because they cannot do the research they need to do on the outside, but if the results only circulate within the academy, then they are failing to live up to our expectations. Many of them take on the challenge, but others do not. In any event, the research methods they choose are taught as a means to an end, not as a mode of belonging or as a token of righteousness. Come to think of it, that's not a bad way to approach militant research.

After all, who needs another dogma?

"Redistribution not growth"

"We are wealthy societies but we don't know how wealthy we are because it is not equally distributed. Such distribution would show us how wealthy we really are."

"Since Ronald Reagan, we have used debt as form of upwards wealth transfer."

"Debt affects how my family maintains a home, clothes and feeds our family."

"Debt affects my business as a videographer in that I cannot afford film equipment until it is three or four years older than the 'state of the art' equipment. Thus my competitive edge in equipment becomes a liability."

"As a part-time member of the 9/11 Truth Commission, I felt totally 'poor' and could not join members and keep a regular job and have any extra funds for this important endeavor."

"My student loan debt will last forever, even though I have been responsible. It's like a second mortgage."

"I feel like debt has become a requirement to do research, for the privilege of graduate school and for professional recognition."

"Without a change in the debt system, we see a bleak future."

"I want to make biographies of debt, showing different moments in people's lives when they go into debt."

"I want to make a mythbuster infographic on the ideology of 'good' debt vs. 'bad' debt."
MEASURING SUCCESS: AFFECTIVE OR CONTENTIOUS POLITICS?

By Marina Sitrin

Too often our standards for evaluating social movements pivot around whether or not they “succeeded” in realizing their visions rather than on the merits or power of the visions themselves. By such a measure, virtually every radical movement failed because the basic power relations it sought to change remain pretty much intact. And yet it is precisely those alternative visions and dreams that inspire new generations to continue to struggle for change. —Robin Kelley

There have only been two world revolutions. One took place in 1848, the second took place in 1968. Both were unplanned, and therefore in a profound historic failures. Both transformed the world. The fact that both were unplanned, and therefore in a profound historic failures. Both transformed the world. The fact they failed, and the fact that they transformed the world.

—Immanuel Wallerstein

DREAMS, DIGNITY, AND A YARD STICK

Social movements are made up of people. People with ideas and dreams, dreams for themselves, dreams for the collective, and dreams for the movements and the world. On occasion these dreams and goals are comparable with those of social scientists who study social movements, and who claim to know what constitutes a successful movement. Under a certain interpretation this might suggest that they claim to know the hopes and aspirations of the movement participants. James Petras argues for example, that a movement must seize state and institutional power in order to be successful. Unemployed Workers Movement participant Neka says that for her and for the movement dignity and freedom in, and of, their relationships is a huge part of what they desire and dream. Who is right? Is Petras really stating that Neka is not successful because she did not take over the State? Does his argument mean that she cannot know what success is for herself or for her movement? That she cannot know her very own dreams and desires?

This is an important point that is too often overlooked by social movements theorists. Who decides what constitutes success? Success can only be determined by those people in struggle; those who are fighting or organizing for something. Francis Fox Piven and Richard Cloward argue this in the very beginning of Poor People’s Politics. In fact, they added it to the book’s introduction as a result of many peoples first reaction to the manuscript they distributed. Many readers spent much effort arguing about what the people in the movements “ought” to have wanted.

Success of a movement, movement goals and people’s desires come from those people, those social actors, not those studying them or politically desiring to lead them. In fact, it is against this way of thinking and organizing (be it on the left or right) that the movements in Argentina were born. The rupture was with the state, or other forms of authority dictating what they should be doing and how they should be doing it. This includes not only governments and politicians, but also left political parties and scholars. “So se vayan todos” really means todos.

What does it mean for people in the movements in Argentina to have been successful? What do other social scientists argue? Is there any place of overlap? What can we learn from this for future interpretations of movements and is the gap between theory and practice “phantasmagorical” as Boaventura de Sousa Santos argues?

So then, what is a scholar of the movements, who works together with the movements, to do both in terms of methodology and analysis? Many of my friends and companions in the movements in Argentina think this question is waste of time because they have been harmed by theorists, social scientists and leftist groups theorizing their ways of being, publishing the results of these “studies”, so often conducted without their participation. I recall a late night conversation in the home of Neka and Alberto in the poor peripheral (now politically central) neighborhood of Solano. We were sitting in the newly built kitchen, in a home constructed on taken land, as were their neighbors, all built collectively. We had just finished a late dinner with many from the community, who were also living in homes collectively constructed from random pieces of wood and cement. We were drinking wine and mate and many people were smoking, as is still a norm in Argentina. It was a nice calm after a filling meal. I decided to use this opportunity, with some people around, to ask their feelings about academics, and specifically people who have been writing that they, the piqueteros, and more generally the they of the movements in Argentina, are at best totally unrealistic, and at worst, dead. Neka responded first. She smiled so openly at me, but also a little condescendingly, and said, “So? Marina, don’t worry about them. Who cares what they think? We know what we are doing, and we are doing it well.” For Neka, Alberto, Claudia, Mba, Claudio, Vladimir and Rosario my question was irrelevant. Their continence, continuity in and day out, creating new lives, new social actors, and more dignity. They are succeeding with or without the opinions of outsiders, whether these scholars confirm what the participants already know, or not. In my opinion however, with the wrong framework, or by researchers asking the wrong questions the movements can be detrimentally affected.

To clarify, I am not implying that all academics fail to understand or do not even try to understand. In fact, Susan Buck-Morss gave a talk in late 2011 in which she reflected,

As the Egyptian Feminist Nawal Sadaawi, responded last spring: Make your own revolution. The ways forward will be your own, as are the people of the world. Feminists globally have taught us the need for such variety. All of these ways forward deserve our solidarity and support. We, the 99%, must refuse to become invisible to each other. The experiments that are going on now in thousands of locations need space, the space that Walter Benjamin called a Spielraum (space of play) to try out new things differently. And they need time, the slowing of time, the pulling of the emergency brake, so that something new can emerge. This is time that state power wants to cut short, and space that old-style political parties want to foreclose. There is no rush. The slowing of time is itself the new beginning. Every day that this event continues, it performs the possibility that the world can be otherwise. Against the hegemony of the present world order that passes itself off as natural and necessary, global actors are tearing a hole in knowledge. New forms emerge. They nourish our imagination, the most radical power that we as humans have.

This passage comes from her engagement with the new movements in the United States, which are in turn inspired by those movements around the globe in 2011. Her use of Benjamin’s concepts of time and the notion of “now-time” discussed in earlier chapters, (movement participants speak of as not waiting for some future time or future event to change things), are more than comparable.

The talk that Buck-Morss gave was initially going to be titled “A Communist Ethic” and she changed the word Communist to Commonist, so as to reflect the changing politics she sees and is engaged in. This is a fine example of one that other scholars and academics could follow; to be willing to change one’s perspective and thus the terms and framing of one’s understanding based on the world around us.

The movements in Argentina are a success and they continue to breathe, live and succeed. Within the movements new subjectivities are forming, and often they struggle sometimes just to eat a balanced meal, sometimes a filling meal, but they continue.

This question of success reminds me of a famous poem by Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén, Tengo (I have).

The poem describes in detail what he, the narrator, now has because of the Cuban Revolution. The poem is not about food, housing or education or any of the material things that were won from the revolution—things that poor blacks in Cuba did not have before the revolution. What he writes is that he now has dignity. He writes of what it feels like to walk down the street. To hold his head high, and know his children will hold their heads high. He writes of how he feels and how he sees himself, and...
how others see him. When he does say that now he has education, that he can learn to read and write, he follows those lines with, “and to laugh, and to smile.” That sort of success is not as measurable as the taking over of the state and making education free and food a right. But it is part of the success. In Argentina, the measuring stick, as Neka taught me, is dignity.

It is not just about “winning” a struggle, but about the process, which no matter how or where it takes place, forever transforms people’s ways of seeing themselves and their relationships to others. Paula, an activist in Argentina reflected on the experiences of the assemblies in this way.

The experiences have produced profound transformations in people, in the subjectivity of people, in people feeling themselves as actors for the first time in their lives. In the assemblies people from all different backgrounds, of different ages and social situations have come together to discuss and listen to each other, each persons’ opinion and voice not being valued as more or less than any others, this is extremely important, especially considering how the political parties work, which is the opposite. What is being constructed is a new way to do politics. People are the protagonists, the subjects. If the assemblies disappeared tomorrow, it would not be something so serious because something fundamental has changed in people. People will never again be passive in their lives. (Conversation in Paternal, Buenos Aires, 2003)

This new way of being is imbued in most everything. It is not just about “winning” a struggle, but about the process, which no matter how or where it takes place, forever transforms people’s ways of seeing themselves and their relationships to others. Paula, an activist in Argentina reflected on the experiences of the assemblies in this way.

This interview, with both Claudia and Sergio from Lavaca went on for a number of hours, and the question of both academic or intellectual interpretations of the movements came up numerous times. The movements are not unequivocally against attempts to theorise their successes and failures, however they believe that traditional intellectuals have yet to do so accurately. This is in part due to the ‘nature’ of the academy and formal training within education, but it is also very much a consequence of the changing and intuitive nature of the movements, which above all require full and active participation from those interacting with them. As Claudia explains a little later,

I find that there are those who say, it’s all co-opted, all useless, and then when you get directly involved, it is the opposite, and you say, this is full of life. In other words, between the discourse and practice there is a great divorce. I think it will take many years of thinking to figure out how to conceptualise or theorise about what is happening now. It is quite challenging. So, the intellectual, logically, what he does is defends his position and holds his ground, because otherwise this process undermines him.

This does not mean that people cannot understand the movements, or help lend analysis and meanings. One such person, referred to a great deal in this book is Raul Zibechi, who has spent a great deal of time in Argentina with the movements. In late 2001 he spoke with Lavaca, and in response to questions of if and how the movements have continued, and how to understand the current situation he replied,

Indignados. Cracks are forming. The power of the protest urban austerity, making reference to the Spanish groups set up the Bloombergville camp in New York to and the occupiers invoke Egypt; labor and community.

basta ya! no nos representan question the legitimacy of the entire political process: the crisis people are compelled to occupy, throwing into holding the squares. Then Spain, a Western nation with and yet people are rising up, taking to the streets, and against decades of brutal military dictatorship backed of empire. We say to ourselves, “That is a revolution though we know it is all connected in an expanded field. But it doesn’t seem to apply to the United States, even Things are buzzing; we are watching closely. Soon Egypt breaks. We see revolutionary people power from below. But it doesn’t seem to apply to the United States, even though we know it is all connected in an expanded field of empire. We say to ourselves, “That is a revolution against decades of brutal military dictatorship backed by the United States; those are not the same conditions faced by those living in the heart of the empire itself.” But then Greece breaks. Here is a nominal democracy and yet people are rising up, taking to the streets, and holding the squares. Then Spain, a Western nation with an advanced economy in the midst of elections. With the crisis people are compelled to occupy, throwing into question the legitimacy of the entire political process: basta ya! no nos representan.

We start to feel something is possible in the United States. The Wisconsin capitol building is occupied, and the occupiers invite Egypt; labor and community groups set up the Bloombergville camp in New York to protest urban austerity, making reference to the Spanish Indignados. Cracks are forming. The power of the powerless is beginning to show itself.

The Artist as Organizer
We are meeting regularly. In light of the global economic disaster, we know we have the chance to push things further in the United States. The crisis has produced an opportunity: We are privileged to be in New York. We carry our cameras and our notebooks to document things, but we end up participating. The art we had imagined making for so long is starting to happen in real life. We do not have time to agonize about representation. We are making images, writing texts, having conversations, and developing relationships out of necessity and urgency. Aesthetics, research, organizing—it is all coming together in the creation of a new public space in the heart of the empire. It embodies imagination with implications on the ground. #occupywallst.

At this time, occupy is a verb rather than a noun. People meet every Sunday at 5 p.m. for hours to plan for the occupation on September 17. First at the Charging Bull sculpture a few blocks from the New York Stock Exchange on August 2. Next at the Irish Hunger Memorial in the Financial District on August 9. Then at the same time every week at Thompson Square Park in the East Village. A horizontal process is used in meetings. Facilitation allows for the maximum number of diverse voices to be heard. No one can speak on behalf of others. Organizations cannot participate as such, only as people speaking on behalf of themselves. The slogan “We are the 99%” is proposed to invite others to join. Everyone is interested in creating space, not deciding an agenda or specifying demands. Folks are in minimal but fundamental agreement on the need to reorganize social, political, and economic life in a manner that is just and equitable.

Liberating Space, Cracking Capitalism
We occupy on September 17. A tweet goes out to gather at Chase Manhattan Plaza in front of the Jean Dubuffet sculpture. It’s a few blocks from the stock exchange. We find the plaza barricaded, so we go to plan B: Zuccotti Park is wide open. Our backs are on pizza boxes. Our bodies warm the concrete. You look up and the buildings cease to dominate the horizon as figures against a ground; instead, they frame a threshold of freedom opening onto the sky. Di Suvero’s "weird red thing" watches over us. We dumpster dive. If we have food, people will stay. The kitchen is born. When the police prohibit amplification devices, we institute the People’s Mic: we repeat what people say so others can hear, and in the process we internalize each other’s words.

General Assemblies are held daily. Rather than issue demands, we articulate principles of solidarity. We begin the process of mapping capitalism with our bodies. We take direct action to communicate injustice. The park is now everyone’s open wound. We realize how much needs to be undone. We address racism, colonialism, patriarchy and other forms of oppression head on. At the epicenter of financial terrorism, we establish a community of care and healing—a people’s refuge in the belly of the beast.

We are sparking imagination. Occupations are spreading. Momentum is building. But they evict us from Zuccotti Park. Attempts to occupy Duarte Square at 6th and Canal do not succeed. We are arrested and brutalized by the NYPD. A police state fears everything that does not follow its script. Our greatest threat is that we speak openly about inequality while establishing a self-organized community, a community grounded in the commons.

May Day Comes & Goes
Winter is hard. The camps are gone. Police repression has taken a toll. We realize we have to work differently to create conversations and actions in the absence of the park. We organize towards a future date and choose May Day—a day of global labor solidarity that has been suppressed in the United States. We come together: labor and student organizers, people from Occupy Wall Street, undocumented workers centers, inspired academics, and insurrectionist friends. We have weekly planning meetings. We debate what constitutes a general strike? Who can make the call? Who can participate? What does strike mean for precarious, undocumented, or non-unionized workers? What are the consequences of a call to strike that goes unheeded?

Finally, people agree on the following language:

**OCCUPY WALL STREET STANDS IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE CALLS FOR A DAY WITHOUT THE 99%, A GENERAL STRIKE AND MORE! ON MAY DAY, WHEREVER YOU ARE, WE ARE CALLING FOR: NO WORK, NO SCHOOL, NO HOUSEWORK, NO SHOPPING, NO BANKING, TAKE THE STREETS!!!**

After months of planning and preparation that yield thousands in the streets, a movement is not yet born. We realize unionized workers cannot break from the chains of their bosses and their leadership. So much has changed. Wages are stagnant, unions are busted, municipal austerity has set in; the exploitation of the worker increasingly overlaps with the experience of being in debt. We are all forced into servitude to Wall Street as we try to make ends meet. We articulate the indebted as a political subject.
Strike Debt

We focus on debt and touch a nerve. The new American dream is to get out of debt. Education debt, medical debt, credit card debt, mortgage debt, payday loans. We meet people where they are at, where global finance touches our lives in the most immediate ways. We gather and tell stories. The feeling of strength in weakness. The power of refusal—can’t pay, won’t pay. The smell of the bills going up in smoke as we testify together. The images become actions and back again. We perform our shared reality to break the silence, the shame, and the isolation, and build community instead. We imagine debt as more than a set of “issues.” We imagine debt as a placeholder for a dehumanizing system in its totality; debt as an amplifier of other oppressions; debt as a racist war machine; debt as a distillation of non-freedom. We imagine other debts and other bonds: to friends, family, community, rather than to the banks. Debts owed from immemorial histories of slavery and colonization. Debts that are both immeasurable and singular, debts that mark each of our lives and relations in different ways.

...And Other Racist, Capitalist Bullshit

The identity of the debtor gains traction, but primarily among middle-class white people. We know that debt impacts poor communities of color the hardest, from subprime mortgages to payday loans, to urban austerity. Debt intersects with racialized state violence on an everyday basis. All roads lead to Wall Street, but they pass through the precinct, the prison, and the morgue. As we reimagine resistance to capitalism at an urban level, we think of those killed by the NYPD, private security
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And so it goes...

Climate Strike

Climate strikes back against Wall Street, and we all get flooded. The banks are under water. The ocean in the streets, block by block. The boardwalk is in ruins. We convert churches into hubs for mutual aid. There is a void left by the State. We do not hesitate. We step in, we take the risk. It is a crisis and an opportunity. We are reminded that "our struggle against the concentration of wealth and power in the hands of a few is also a struggle for life—and that an obsession with growth and firing up a sputtering economy misses the larger ecological questions confronting the planet."

We offset the negligence of the city and the agencies so everything won’t fall further apart. A grey area between emergency relief and political resistance; can we pivot in that space? Can we align our responsibility to act with what we are working toward? How do we link climate to debt, to work, to sustainable living?

We go to Detroit with these questions.

It Does Not Resemble a City

Detroit is a mythic wasteland of romantic ruins and vacant space. This post-industrial picturesque effaces those living and struggling in what used to be the city. Capital and the state have withdrawn from massive swaths of territory. Every square inch is a Wall Street crime scene. In both its devastation and possibility, Detroit is an outpost from our collective future. Long-term struggles on the ground throw everything into a new light: our own cities, our own work, our own lives. Racial, economic, and environmental justice understood in a global context of empire, neo-liberalism, and climate disaster. People thinking of revolutionary time in decades and centuries, rather than in days and months. Non-monetary economies; community-based agriculture; work beyond jobs; education beyond school; culture beyond art; life beyond capitalism. In Detroit, we hear over and over: how do we live?

Do you remember when they said it was the end of history?
Do you remember when we couldn’t imagine?
Do you remember when a borderless world wasn’t possible?
Do you remember when the crack opened beneath our feet?
The liberated territories are coming.
This Mantrafesto sits on the front of my website, FeministOnlineSpaces.com, greeting my readers (or writers). It plays out and with the significant themes that are learned, expressed, enacted and considered within the many digital objects produced for and on the site, and the offline interactions that inspire them.

I do not think about this work as militant, although I am happy for it to be labeled as such, because I do not think the militaristic, patriarchal, or even aggressive meanings of the term are best suited for the type of activism/research/teaching that occurs and is envisioned in its spaces.

If you take a look at the “Topics” listed on the side bar, you find the kinds of words that I prefer to frame politically engaged practices that are indebted to feminist analyses, organizing, and activism: community, democracy, interaction, performance, power, principles, safe-space...

Whatever the terms, to share this “militant research” here, I’d first want to emphasize a few things about the goals and findings of this online project, and perhaps some of what that evidences about online activism, in particular.

The site, which holds my own ruminations over many years about what might make a digital (or any space) “feminist” is also the home for an undergraduate course of the same name: thus it holds many objects made by many students over many years. My “research” here is pedagogy: one that aims to produce active, thoughtful, principled production and action. I also use the site to hold the many “little objects” that I ask audience members to make when I am speaking publicly about these same research interests. This exercise has many functions, all of which attempt to model in a room what are some of the best affordances of the Internet: interaction, deflating of authority and expertise, quick but thoughtful production in the name of shared goals and understanding. All this is to say that there is A LOT of stuff on the site, and very few people, if any, would want to wade into it as it now sits. Or to say: its most powerful function for research and activism may be in its feminist processes and expression, less than in its capacity as archive or even critical explication.

Finally, my “research” and teaching on the Internet—in the feminist spaces I build and interact in—have led me to believe that the writing and object-making that happens there, in the name of understanding and enacting feminist expression online, begs us to think past the digital, beyond representation, and back to bodies and lived spaces. This means two things: we need to continue to be critical of the Internet inside of the Internet, and we also need to leave it by linking (or editing or organizing) out to the world and other activists and actions and thereby into realms of behavior, interaction, and feeling that are neither commodifiable nor stuck. Activist digital activities need to create linked projects of secession. It is in the leaving that our feminist digital activism truly begins.

Activist digital research/teaching/organizing/writing must dare to fall outside of representation. This is not to say that the Internet is not a site for our feminist digital activism, but only when linked, not to another kitty, but to a place, a person, a demand, and an ethical practice of being together.

Alexandra Juhasz

FeMInIst onLIne ACtIVIsM AS TEAchINg/COMMuNITy/SPACE-MAKINg

BY ALexAnDRA JUHAsZ

FEMINIST ONLINE MEDIA MANTRAfESTO

Access begs literacy
Literacy initiates production
Mass production fosters popularity.
Popularity produces virality
Virality forecloses context, shared interests and vocabulary, and local community
Community is built upon safety.
Safety fosters the sharing of voice and responsibility
Shared responsibility is necessary for democracy
Democracy protects vulnerability.
Vulnerability forecloses visibility
Visibility demands a safe space
Safe spaces need rules and hierarchies.
Rules and hierarchies require transparency and process
Process is built upon equal voices
All voices want a body.
A body needs to be visible
Visibility allows for warranting
Warranting insures civility and positionality.
Positionality fosters political community
Political communities demand spaces, both virtual and real
Spaces demand access

-ALEXANDRA JUHAsZ

feel free to comment, nuance, or add your own mantra

* "Mantrafesto" suggested by Thomas Burkdall
WE HAVE A LOT TO SAY THESE DAYS ABOUT THE ECONOMY IN AMERICA......

THE 95% THERE’S...

THE 47% THE 1%

→ BUT WHAT ABOUT THE 33%?

1 IN 3 PEOPLE LIVING IN THE U.S. ARE POOR. WHY AREN’T WE TALKING ABOUT POVERTY?

→ STORIES ABOUT POVERTY DON’T SELL, AND PEOPLE FACING POVERTY HAVE LITTLE TIME AND RESOURCES TO TELL THEIR STORIES ON SOCIAL MEDIA.

THE PROBLEM WITH NO STORY IS THAT MANY PEOPLE GET THE WRONG STORY:

ATTITUDES OF AMERICANS TOWARDS THE POOR

“People are poor because they are lazy.”

“If we give poor people more assistance, they’ll just take advantage of it.”

“A good work ethic is all you need to escape poverty.”

Source: Perceptions of Poverty: The Nation on Amy’s Report to America 2013

WE NEED A MORE HONEST PICTURE OF WHO WE ARE AS A COUNTRY AND WHERE WE ARE GOING.

27% 47% 49%

LONG STORY SHORT CROWDSOURCES STORIES AND SOLUTIONS FROM HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE IN THE U.S. FIGHTING TO RISE INTO THE MIDDLE CLASS.

Long Story Short compiles a missing inventory of video diaries in which people describe, reflect on, and analyze poverty’s effects on their lives, families, and communities, as well as on their choices and opportunities. Its aim is to challenge pervasive misperceptions and stereotypes about who is in poverty and why, and to tell the story of economic struggle in America that is missing from the media and absent online.

Only this story is different: instead of a single narrator, there are hundreds, whose life stories are woven together to create a rich, composite narrative. Voices are layered, people speak in sync, and dozens of speakers appear simultaneously, suggest scale and multiplicity; for every narrator, there could be numerous others. Each individual offers a unique, partial perspective. Together, they form a complex collective voice, revealing links and connections, including repeated narrative tropes, turns of phrases, and life trajectories. Together, they depict many of poverty’s narratives as deeply shared. The story is told by people not usually in the public eye—the homeless, former gang members, ex-cons, high school drop-outs, the long time unemployed, along with the new poor, those once in or on their way to the middle class.

The narrations—shot with webcams—are placed within a contemporary vernacular of social media. In an era of over-produced, digitally enhanced images, the work finds beauty and paradox in the digital DIY image with its clumsy imperfections and traces of the human. The casual set-up shortens our distance to speaker, who could be addressing us on Skype, on Facetime, on Facebook. Yet these are some of the same digital, high tech tools that helped usher in hardships for many low-skilled workers in the first place. Here these tools amplify the voices of those economically left behind.

Long Story Short is told from a perspective Americans don’t often get to hear—explanations, understandings, and self-definitions of people in America struggling to rise into the middle class. Rich personalities, striking overlaps in multiple stories, and intimate narrations lure viewers in.
THE INTERRUPTION OF THE DOMINANT NARRATIVE

Amador Fernández-Savater interviews colectivo Enmedio

“The interruption of the dominant narrative to create our own is the sort of politics we’re interested in.”

Frustrated by the lack of connection between art and political action, Campa, Leo, Mario y Oriana created, among others, the colectivo Enmedio (“Intermedium collective”) (Barcelona) to explore the transformative potential of images and tales. They recently hacked the statue of Columbus in Barcelona and, amongst many other initiatives, they are also responsible for the striking visual campaign used by Spain’s anti-foreclosure movement, the PAH, to highlight and publicly shame corrupt politicians responsible for maintaining Spain’s draconian foreclosure laws. We talk to them about art’s power to politically intervene, both practically and potentially, in the crisis.

A SPACE IN BARCELONA, AN ART COLLECTIVE, AN ACTION GROUP, WHAT EXACTLY IS ENMEDIOS?

Leo: The name says a lot about us. Enmedio is born of heartbreak. We’re all image professionals (designers, filmmakers, artists, etc.) who’ve left our usual work behind. We found no meaning in the spaces we were assigned: the art academy, the advertising agency, the production company. So we got out of that and came up with a new space where can do what we want, a bit of an uncomfortable and difficult space in a no-man’s-land.

Campa: There’s no politics in the established spaces for art (though there’s no lack of politicking!) nor will you find a master storyteller with an impressive capacity to fascinate. Lots of people got mortgaged because they bought the story, built on words and images, that we got from banks and advertising on a daily basis. Advertising creates images of desirable worlds, and that collective image generates economic paradigms and social situations.

Leo: It’s not like on the one hand we have this fiction, and on the other, reality. Fiction is the hard nucleus of reality. From a protest (an act of street-theatre) to the writing of a political speech (which deals with images and popular imagery), it’s all fiction. What’s important is the effect of these fictions, whether we can re-appropriate them or not, whether we believe in them or not, whether they generate confidence or impotence in ourselves. The basis for social change is cultural: the stories through which we make sense of our lives and the world we live in.

Mario: Visual work can be very powerful and that’s something that we want to keep exploring. It’s our thing, it’s what we do best and the way we relate to the world. But we need to take that to other places and mix it up with other things. Enmedio makes reference to that unknown space we want to take that to other places and mix it up with other things. We do best and the way we relate to the world. But we need to find a place that condensed and represented that fear. We chose the unemployment office, and what better solution to fear than throwing a party?

Campa: Enmedio functions through self-representation. What I mean is, it wasn’t a party for the unemployed. We’re also unemployed, we live precariously, etc. We’re not lecturing anybody. We start by looking at ourselves, and then we invite everyone else to join. In the video you can see people smiling, participating, cheering or telling us “you’ve cheered up my day.” We look for that empathy by starting with our own worries, problems and woes.

Leo: That video got an amazing amount of views. I think we touched on something that vibed with a shared feeling: if you start with what’s bothering you personally, you can communi- cate it to others. What’s most intimate is, at the same time, most common.

Mario: We want our actions to be inspiring and contagious. We plan and design them as seeds that can take root and communicate it to others. What’s most intimate is, at the same time, most common.

Campa: We plan our actions to be inspiring and contagious. We plan and design them as seeds that can take root and communicate it to others. What’s most intimate is, at the same time, most common.

Mario: We want our actions to be inspiring and contagious. We plan and design them as seeds that can take root and communicate it to others. What’s most intimate is, at the same time, most common.

Leo: We want our actions to be inspiring and contagious. We plan and design them as seeds that can take root and communicate it to others. What’s most intimate is, at the same time, most common.

Oriana: We’ve been exploring this edge for some ten or twelve years. Some of us come from collectives like Las Agencias, Yomango, V de Vivienda, etc. There are people who’ve been involved in squats, or the anti-globalization movement, or Latin American movements, like Zapatismo, and people with no political history, or otherwise informed by today’s movements: V de Vivienda, 15-M, etc. This mix of different creative and political backgrounds breaks our individual roles when working together and produces some surprising effects that move us.

DOES SYMBOLIC POLITICAL INTERVENTION MAKE A DIFFERENCE DURING A CRISIS LIKE THIS, WHICH TOUCHES AND AFFECTS THE MOST MATERIAL AND REAL SIDES OF OUR LIVES (HOUSING, SALARIES, ETC.)?

Campa: Capitalism drives us to this sort of misery, to these foreclosures and this suffering, through images and tales. It’s a master storyteller with an impressive capacity to fascinate. We’re all image professionals (designers, photographers, artists, etc.) who’ve left our usual work behind. We found no meaning in the spaces we were assigned: the art academy, the advertising agency, the production company. So we got out of that and came up with a new space where we can do what we want, a bit of an uncomfortable and difficult space in a no-man’s-land.

Campa: Capitalism drives us to this sort of misery, to these foreclosures and this suffering, through images and tales. It’s a master storyteller with an impressive capacity to fascinate. We’re all image professionals (designers, photographers, artists, etc.) who’ve left our usual work behind. We found no meaning in the spaces we were assigned: the art academy, the advertising agency, the production company. So we got out of that and came up with a new space where we can do what we want, a bit of an uncomfortable and difficult space in a no-man’s-land.

Campa: Capitalism drives us to this sort of misery, to these foreclosures and this suffering, through images and tales. It’s a master storyteller with an impressive capacity to fascinate. We’re all image professionals (designers, photographers, artists, etc.) who’ve left our usual work behind. We found no meaning in the spaces we were assigned: the art academy, the advertising agency, the production company. So we got out of that and came up with a new space where we can do what we want, a bit of an uncomfortable and difficult space in a no-man’s-land.
Oriana: Design-wise, it was a very simple campaign. We had to come up with a different story, reappropriate the event, codify. Our work there was to use communication as a way to handle information and to create space for that information. We thought that the only way we could affect a bank, and the toxic social environment we were in, was to move out of the bank and into the streets and into the living room. We were looking for a way to do that. The video that was shown on various TV channels, and other "Cierra Bankia" video campaigns, got more than 100,000 visits in 24 hours and hasn’t stopped. It became a viral video in the same sense that PAH has become a viral movement. We then cut a video out of all this and it was shown on various TV channels, and other "Cierra Bankia" video campaigns, got more than 100,000 visits in 24 hours and hasn’t stopped. The video was shown on various TV channels, and other "Cierra Bankia" video campaigns, got more than 100,000 visits in 24 hours and hasn’t stopped. The video was shown on various TV channels, and other "Cierra Bankia" video campaigns, got more than 100,000 visits in 24 hours and hasn’t stopped.

Oriana: The idea was to show that something as intimate as the street is our territory. We forced the banks to come to the living room. We’ve also designed a series of postcards where we tell people who had already been kicked out, and we pasted those portraits, all blown up, on the banks that had led to their situations, showing that the foreclosed have faces and eyes, that they’re not just statistics. And from those pictures, we’ve also designed a series of postcards where we tell people about the events that happened. These were directed, first of all, to the banks, and later (during the escraches), to politicians.

Campa: These photographic interventions work in two ways. On the one hand, they empower the affected. They come to the workshop, they pose, see this image, and then they’re pasted up on the banks, and like this we break the wall of shame, they create a presence in public space. On the other, it’s guerrilla image-work. In different depictions of the crisis, the day-to-day battle held on the walls of the cities, associating a face with the organization responsible for the foreclosure (foreclosures are often talked about in the media, but they never mention the names of the banks). The interruption of the dominant narrative to create our own is the sort of politics we’re interested in.

Leo: For us, the real key isn’t the quality of the portraits or videos, but their coordination with social processes as powerful as PAH. But we’re also quite careful and exacting about that. We don’t share the sloppiness of those that think that the content of the picture or poster is the only worthwhile thing. We’re concerned about aesthetics, not out a love for aestheticism itself, but because of the very politics of aesthetics: the “how” of relating these things, the “what” we’re given to see, the “what” we’re led to feel, lacking form, there’s only naked rage and no communication.

YOU’VE ALSO DESIGNED THE POPULAR RED AND GREEN POSTERS USED BY THE PAH IN THEIR ESCRACHES, A FRIEND, AFTER BEING IN A

FOOTNOTES:
[1] INEM: Instituto Nacional de Empleo is Spain’s National Institute for Employment: Administrative body coming under the Ministry of Labour; set up in 1978 to develop and follow-up employment policy, to coordinate and run public employment offices and to administer the unemployment benefit system.

[2] Banksia is Spain’s own top-bank-baiting debacle, going from public bank to private entity, subsequently bankrupting itself and then controversially being rescued with public funds, concurrent with the imposition of austerity measures.

[3] Escrache, an Argentinian term, describes a mode of protest where people go take their concerns directly to their representatives’ homes, or even their offices, to demand that politicians commit to serious measures to curb the economic situation.


Celebrating the closing of a Bankia account in Barcelona. Image credit: Jueves Enmedio.
FIRST NOTE:
ON SOLIDARITY

By Suzahn Ebrahimian

Let me be clear: I want to complicate everything.

I came to the first day of demonstrations on Wall Street on September 17th. I occupied and organized with that nebulous group until May Day, 2012. I do not consider myself an occupier, part of a singular movement, global uprising, or any other totalizing label that gets thrown around when discussing what happened on and after September 17, 2011. So why not?

The history of OWS is characterized by tireless efforts of unification—and equally tireless efforts against imposed unity. The first manifestation of this conflict came to us in the form of the “one demand.” A singular voice—a singular identity—was our duty to the 1%. The rules of the game insist that we must give our opponent someone to fight against; for just as the idea of the 1% has essentialized the idea of oppression, so must we essentialize ourselves in order to fight against our constructed enemy. Internal and external (those categories barely hold up here) forces demanded to give “the public” a platform to stand and fight from. Queue: “We. Are. The 99%!”

Several attempts have been made to create a through-line from which one may track a singular genealogy of OWS. It is not useful to say that these efforts of unification have fallen short. A more apt assessment would be that they fall right into the hands of history. Many have taken issue with the failure to unify a national or global struggle as a monumental failure of the “movement.” I don’t see it like this. And this is where it gets complicated.

Containment, categorization, assigning subjectivity and identity, ignoring complexities and intersections; these are the products of linear histories, binary constructions, simple dichotomies, and unified pluralities. In other words, our oppressors use simple boxes of identity to contain and destroy our potential—so how is recreating this containment supposed to be liberating?

I want to understand how we look at global movement, how we objectify ourselves, and how this objectification reinforces our own oppression. The last article I wrote for Tidal was directly speaking to this. It was my final exasperated plea: who are we? Tip: if you can answer that in a three or four word chant, or a one word label for a movement, the battle for liberation has been lost.

Now, of course, I am not saying that we should all remove ourselves from a globalized context. Finance capital, neoliberal economics, these are global, border destroying beasts. So how to demonstrate global resonance? Or, to use the vocabulary of resistance, how do we show our solidarity?

Let’s keep in mind, unity and solidarity are not the same. Solidarity does not mean co-option, nor taking on another’s cause as a reflection of some constructed moral code. It doesn’t mean that every person around the globe adopts the same causes, same slogans, same tactics as international signifiers of “authentic” revolution. That is not liberation, that is branding.

Solidarity does not seek to distill and unify global resonances within a singular global cause. For just as sure as an American occupier feels that they are in solidarity with Tahrir Square, they know little of the US history of intervention in the Middle East, and inherently perpetuate U.S. supremacy through their insistence on “one global movement” with the same goals.

There are global connections to be made, of course. But fostering an understanding through discussions on how to materially or otherwise support those in Tahrir—to practice solidarity—was virtually non-existent in the OWS I experienced. Yet somehow, a unity of revolutionary spirit has been projected out of and onto OWS.

The question of solidarity becomes an imperative when, as is happening now, resistance becomes immediate and urgent. In Turkey, a small protest in Gezi park, organized to save some of the last remaining green spaces, has become an uncontrollable rupture. The situation there, both energizing and heartbreaking, has captured global attention. As I read descriptions from those on the ground in Istanbul, I thought about solidarity efforts in New York.

Occupy Wall Street has amassed an unthwarted amount of social capital, which, like any other privilege, should be navigated responsibly.

There are calls for re-occupation in solidarity with Gezi park. While occupation (or re-occupation) of public space in itself isn’t necessarily bad practice in solidarity, it does carry a focus-shifting element that might do more harm than good. So how can one powerful group illuminate a connected struggle without “stealing the spotlight” (so to speak)?

Our global connections do not mean that anything we do will inherently benefit our comrades in other countries. Strategy is necessary, as well as careful consideration of ones position in the system being fought. Those living in the heart of a colonizing neoliberal empire have a certain responsibility of solidarity that goes far beyond the symbolic.

For example, one of Turkey’s main suppliers of tear gas is the USA. In fact, three U.S. companies make up the largest exporters of tear gas globally. To stop the exports of tear gas would be to slow the tactically repressive abilities of government forces in Turkey, Egypt, Israel, and many other countries. One of these firms, Combined Systems, has an office in Manhattan. Nonlethal Technologies (based out of Homer, PA) brand tear gas is being fired by police in Turkey as I type.

Sharing this information isn’t to tell anyone what to do or how to live out their solidarity. Sometimes, solidarity means step back. Other times, it means attack. Of course, blocking a shipment of tear gas isn’t the key to complete global liberation. But it is a real, tangible show of solidarity that highlight the real connections of our resistance.

Real support comes in many different forms, and global connections—constructed by and for financial interests—can be used to shut the system down. Creative tactical choices that use our location within the complex systems at play were rarely discussed at the OWS I experienced.

The mission isn’t so much to build connections, but to illuminate the existing connections and use them consciously.

Back to my initial thoughts. “Who are we?” is a pressing question that starts us on the path to collective liberation. The answer, of course, must begin with “Who (and where) am I?”—and these questions must never be answered. It is the questioning that liberates. We must hold ourselves accountable to all that makes us, and all that we desire to make real. Liberation is a synthesis of generative destruction, and this is no simple task.

Let me rephrase: I want uncontrollable, undefinable liberation. I want to work out just what struggle, accountability, and solidarity can look like. I want to explore the limits of self-care.

I want to complicate myself together with you.
What is it that we mean when we say “the movement”? Sometimes it seems that what we have come to call “the movement” has so many meanings that it has almost none. The movement is everything that came out of the park, and also everything on the left that organizes in one way or another against neoliberal capitalism. And while there are overlaps, there are also important tensions.

As we continue to connect the dots and build alliances between Occupy and traditional left organizing nationally, it is important to consider if it is really mean when we say “the movement.” Where are its outlines and intersections? But also, where are the gaps and incompatibilities?

Recently, Ear to the Ground Project published a report, More Than We Imagined: Activists Assessment of the Moment and the Way Forward. The report is based on 150 interviews with movement activists. It is chock full of helpful insights into how a broad array of organizers feel about the current state of left organizing. Important points are made about the language of anticapitalism and political identity, as well as the need for grassroots base building and the desire for coherence. The report notes that 50% of participants found that the movement was fragmented and were con- fused as to why attempts at cohesion have failed. The authors define “movement” broadly: “the sustained activism of various organizations and individuals toward a common goal of political, economic, cultural or social change.” And they add: “In the context of a century of movements,” defining it as the kind of movement that brings together “movements, organizations, activists from different issues, sectors and communities into a shared struggle against the intersecting systems that produce injustice and inequality.”

But even these definitions make biases and tensions between NGOs that use traditional organizing models and Occupy palpable. Not all of the basic assumptions over the need for coherence, the solidity of the boundaries of the nation-state, the operation of power and resistance in neoliberal capitalism, and the distinctions between political and social change seem fully shared. There is overlap, but also dissonance.

Occupy has ebbed and flowed, taken on a wide range of political and social issues, emerged through local and global struggles, and popped up in beautiful, but difficult to pin-point, rhizomatic forms in which the roots are not visible, yet are nowhere more interconnected and shared.

In some ways Occupy has become a brand associated with specific identities, but more than anything else it is a way of being, and an aspirational community connected as a global network that understands itself as seeking a world beyond capitalist social relations—as unknowable and uncertain of a future as that is. Because Occupy is not so much a thing but, a way, it can shift in ways that are frustratingly hard to grasp. Frequently, tensions have been voiced as a demand to get over “no demands” and an insistence on bringing structure to the “lack of structure.” The answer that “we are the demands” or “we are organized around human bonds” has proven unsatisfying for many with traditional leanings toward the political. And, of course, the idea that Occupy has not really been a “political” movement has been frustrating for those who do not connect the end of capitalism with the end of politics—at least as we have known the political this far.

Struggling to figure out new social relationships that rely on forms of democracy that cannot be limited, controlled and managed by the state has seemed elusive and like pie-in-the-sky. What are they accomplishing? How are they working—Who’s in charge? Experimenting with prefiguring new ways to live has led to both moments of profound loss and interconnectedness, but also revelations about how deeply imprinted neoliberalism is on our behaviors, intuitive understandings and sensibilities. The gaps generate the movement of movements that we see and experience today—something perceived as fragmented, when we look for and demand to find the forms of solidarity we have seen in the past. But as Suzahn Ebrahimian points out in “First Note: On Solidarity” (also in this Handbook) Solidarity does not mean co-option, nor taking on another’s cause as a reflection of some constructed moral code. It doesn’t mean that every person around the globe adopts the same causes, same slogans, same tactics as international signatories of laundretian revolution. That is not even possible. That is not even a task.

Solidarity does not seek to distill and unify global resonances within a singular global cause. For just as sure as an American occupier feels that they are in solidarity with Tahiri Square, they know little of the US history of intervention in the Middle East, and inherently perpetuate U.S. supremacy through their insistence on “one global movement” with the same goals.

There is no reason for us to be attached to the forms of solidarity of the past. Power has changed, morphed and be- come imprinted on our bodies and ways of being, and does not manage us in the same ways as in the past—though it still constrains. Many identities are expressed publicly in ways that were limited in the past.

Solidarity is a feeling and cannot be forced—it is affective, and also liminal. Its liminal qualities flow across space and time in unexpected ways, as we refuse to be identified as a body that can only be limited in the old ways. We feel ourselves in solidarity with Occupy Gezi. They understand that while their political local struggle is distinct, our social struggle is united. We need to build on these emerging forms of solidarity and also challenge the ways that neoliberalism has divided us, making it difficult to feel united.

The age of print capitalism has already ended. Our “imagined communities” have shifted beyond the nation-state. Power flows over networks, and coalesces in nodes. Solidarity also flows. As a result state boundaries may not hold in rigid and expected ways. Communication is complex, dynamic and often invisible. The boundaries of the state are being challenged, as bodies refuse to be bound by arbitrary borders, and demand to be bound by love. What it means to be human has grown beyond current walls and lines.

We have witnessed the unrepeatable before—the sudden collapse of great powers, whose tensions bubble up and heights become unmanageable by the state, forming solidarities that are beyond language i.e. expanding, superseding—pushing in instinctive ways.

The threat to humanity is far greater than ever before as we face a tipping point evolutionary moment as our cognition becomes colonized by capitalism through a process of industrializing outgrowth such that our reference points are dominated by capitalistic ideologies. It is our social relations that hold the current order in place. In order to change them, we have to refuse. Like the park, we have to write a new story without falling into the old patterns. It we have to break the rules of the genre, yet our actions must resonate. To do this we have to keep trying, keep writing, and telling and finding spaces where we are able to struggle to share.

When we come together, find each other in a square, we strike a critical blow by collectively creating new relations. This requires enormous effort and we often fail, because of those invisible blind spots that demand that we rely on old ideas and repeat the narrative that has been set out. We cannot assume that a global movement or even its national elements should be coherent as seeking similar goals; we cannot afford to believe that there are effective forms of resistance that fail to subvert old paradigms.

Yes, most of the time we are failing, but it’s not because we are not trying. The social system is as powerful as the air we breathe. We cannot think our way out. We have to think and do and create and refuse and think again and start all over again without stopping the flow.

But because our game plays out over the present forms of privilege, horizontal does not necessitate democracy—de-mocracy requires an equitable distribution of power. There is no such thing as radical democracy, where voices are excluded or marginalized. When the privilege to occupy a square comes without widely shared analysis of how to rectify structural inequalities, we fail to create new forms of solidarity and fail to create the social contract that has drawn. What ways are there to protect the minority— even one that does not have the privilege to participate from a tyranny of the majority? Have we collectively begun to think about what democracy really means in practice?

This tension exists in the demand for demands and the anger that circulates around Occupyís structure as unintentional. Who has the privilege not to define? Who has the privilege not to define the problem? Is the one of some state? As we trace the contours of the movement, we will need to start to trace these lines too. By turning a blind eye to the ways structural inequalities are affective and work liminally as shared sensibilities, we can only build a solidarity that is not false, commodified, and exploitative as the one we have today. But just by looking at structures of oppression does not mean that democracy results. To do this we will need to share across the gaps, work through the tensions, practice radical compassion, and set aside attachments to a past narrative of what the movement means.